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Jerry Cornelius is a scientist, a rock star, and an assassin. He is the hippest adventurer of

them all: tripping through a pop art nightmare in which kidnappings, murder, sex and drugs are

a daily occurrence. Along with his savvy and ruthless partner-in-chaos, Miss Brunner,

Cornelius is on a mission to control a revolutionary code for creating the ultimate human being,

a modern messiah— the final programme.The first book in the Cornelius Quartet is the

groundbreaking introduction to the misadventures and vendettas of Jerry Cornelius, one of

modern literature’s most distinctive characters, the product of a bewildering post-modern

culture, and an inspiration for generations of characters since.
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CluteOnce upon a time a rather unremarkable composer and music publisher named Anton

Diabelli composed a rather unremarkable waltz—simple to hum and easy to remember—and

then he had an idea. As he was always looking for material to publish, especially music that

could be played by amateurs on the piano, why not (he thought) take this waltz around to as

many composers as possible (eventually he found fifty of them) and have them each write a

variation on the thing? Then he could put the fifty-one pieces into what was commonly called

(at this time, 1823) a pasticcio, a collection of works by various hands, all in the style of some

original composer, and then hawk his pasticcio far and wide. Which is more or less what

happened. But what if Diabelli had been a trickier, more formidable composer? What if he had

given his fifty composers not the simple-hearted waltz history records, but only a variation of

the real tune?Rather more recently, in January 1965, a young writer and author named Michael

Moorcock, who seemed rather unremarkable at the time, composed a regular waltz of a novel

called The Final Programme, excerpts from which caused some comment when published

soon after in NEW WORLDS, the SF magazine he had then been editing for about half a year.

Easy to read, linearly plotted, full of SF twists and turns, this novel introduced to the SF world

(and in fact seemed to donate to some of its writers) a new kind of infinitely malleable template

for myth-making called Jerry Cornelius, simple to hum and easy to remember, a sexually

ambivalent, amoral (but exceedingly oral) portmanteau anti-hero who was part saint and part



devil, an instant myth of the pop sixties whose tastes in music, clothes, cars, drugs, wombs,

technology and apotheosis all seemed to make him an authentic emblem of Swinging London

and (more narrowly) of the New Wave in SF which Moorcock had instigated by giving space to

its writers in his magazine, which soon became notorious. As did its mascot. Moorcock

encouraged his fellow writers to use Cornelius as a template in stories of their own. There may

not have been fifty of them, and NEW WORLDS hardly became a pasticcio, but all the same it

was pretty clear—indeed advertised—that The Final Programme was being used, sometimes

very competently, as the initial theme for a whole series of mythopoeic variations, whole

multiverses of riffs, on Jerry himself; on Miss Brunner, his collaborator in instant Messiah-hood;

on Frank, his shifty, scrounging brother; and on Catherine, the sister he’s deeply in love

with.But what if The Final Programme turned out not to be the basic template tune at all? What

if it was only a variation on the real tune?* * *The fate of Diabelli’s theme is well known, for the

poor devil had the singular luck to approach Ludwig van Beethoven with his little template

waltz. Sick, deaf, and ageing, the great composer slammed the door in his face at first, but

later, somehow intrigued by the tune, he told Diabelli that he would undertake the task after all.

He then exceeded his brief; instead of one variation he wrote thirty-three—they comprise his

final and perhaps greatest work for solo piano. They last an hour. You could call them the real

tune.What happened with Michael Moorcock is rather different. After seeming to give Jerry

Cornelius to the world as a pop saviour, he turned and took him back, just as though he were

Diabelli and Beethoven both, in one skin. The final result, all thirty-three variations, became the

four central Cornelius volumes now known as The Cornelius Quartet: The Final Programme

(1968); A Cure for Cancer (1971); The English Assassin (1972) and The Condition of Muzak

(1977). Being published over such a long span, these volumes may have initially given off a

sense of improvisation; but in fact they read best when understood as a single sustained novel.

Moreover, like most books whose structure is most easily described in musical terms, the

meaning of The Cornelius Quartet only comes clear as the end is neared. What may have

seemed, in the first instalment, to be the main theme turns out, in the end, to have been a

variation; only as The Condition of Muzak reaches apotheosis do we hear the real tune in its

entirety.That basic theme—it is Jerry Cornelius’s fundamental obsessive concern through all

his various incarnations—is easy to put but hard to play: because authenticity in the city is a

costume drama, how can any late-twentieth-century city dweller acquire and maintain an

identity strategically capable of constituting urban life?The presentation of self in everyday life

in the inner city is a form of theatre, where identity is rôle and where entropy is high, for time is

passing. Jerry Cornelius is the paradigmatic native of the inner city; his rôles constitute a

genuine paradigm set of strategies for living there. His inner city is London (but could be New

York), his patch is Ladbroke Grove. His real story (I believe) runs from about 1965 to about a

decade later, a period during which London had been destroying itself as a place to live, hence

the rapacity of his need for safety and solace. It is for this reason that the various masquerades

and venues which make up his story read as a series of precariously achieved enclaves, or

wombs. To shift the metaphor, Jerry’s life is a constant series of auditions. His constant failures

are the failures of the city (circa 1975) where ultimately there are no enclaves, no permanent

wombs, for time rots them. No music stays fresh. Jonathan Raban speaks to something of the

same general point in his socio-literary study of the meaning of urban life, Soft City

(1974):Sociology and anthropology are not disciplines which take easily to situations where

people are able to live out their fantasies, not just in the symbolic action of ritual, but in the

concrete theatre of society at large. The city is one such situation. Its conditions effectively

break down many of the conventional distinctions between dream life and real life; the city



inside the head can be transformed, with the aid of the technology of style, into the city on the

streets. To a very large degree, people can create their cosmologies at will, liberating

themselves from the deterministic schemes which ought to have led them into a wholly

different style of life. To have a platonic conception of oneself, and to make it spring forth, fully

clothed, out of one’s head, is one of the most dangerous and essential city freedoms, and it is

a freedom which has been ignored and underestimated by almost everyone except

novelists.Michael Moorcock is one of those novelists. His main gloss on Raban may be that the

city in our time being deeply entropic, life within it therefore tends to the condition of Muzak.But

he’s also an SF writer, and the whole of The Final Programme is sparkling good SF. Being the

most extended single riff on the basic theme of identity maintenance in the entire tetralogy, it is

consequently the most easily assimilated story, very remote from the darker, more complex,

virtually Edwardian verisimilitude of later pages, grimmer times. The Final Programme is a

constitutive image of the sunshine of surviving at a time (1965) when (perhaps for Moorcock,

too) London bore an air of slightly pixillated ebullience. London swung. The story reflects this.

Jerry and Miss Brunner (here, a computer technician with enormous powers—it’s only in the

final book that she’s revealed for what she always was in the city, a tight-assed schoolmarm

from Ladbroke Grove) clash and conspire from here to Lapland and Angkor Wat (to be similarly

grounded as a dream of Derry & Toms department store half-choked in its own overgrown roof

garden), and eventually get their computers and their super-science formulae together in a

womblike cave where they merge themselves into a new hermaphrodite Messiah for whom the

world is “tasty”, so it eats the world.Altogether there’s a lot of vampirism in both The Final

Programme and succeeding parts of the tetralogy; part of the time it’s an SF energy-transfer, a

countervailing response to the loss of usable energy in this venue or that; ultimately it reads as

an analogue of the use people make of each others’ images (or life-forces) in coping with the

interplay of dramaturgies that constitutes social life in the deep city. In any case, Jerry

Cornelius as polymorphous Messiah could be said to constitute the false theme of the

tetralogy, the spunky little Diabelli waltz; for though it makes a nice story (and helped fuel the

New Wave’s own wry messianism), generally speaking Jerry is anything but…In A Cure for

Cancer, which is a kind of negative scherzo on the pattern of the first book, he has polarised

into a black with white hair, and continues to vampirise those about him to maintain his own

image-stability. A couple of years have passed in the real world; the scene has darkened,

witness the headlines and news reports and arms advertisements that appear more and more

frequently in the text and whose function is not to make editorial points about the world (they’d

date very quickly), but to demonstrate some of the ways in which the world acts as a shaping,

controlling input on its victims (us, Jerry); headlines are like executive memos in the Castle.

War has come, American “advisors” have turned Europe into something very like the news

reports of life in Vietnam. We are inundated with media. Jerry Cornelius makes to dance in

step, to keep alive, to recover his beloved sister. He runs a transmogrification service which

forcibly does to others what the media do to all of us, thus maintaining a kind of intricate

balance. He goes to a strange America (perhaps Kafka’s) continuing a conflict with the newly

introduced, loathsome Bishop Beesley, who with Miss Brunner seems to represent the only

kind of officialdom Moorcock is willing to deal with directly; their life-denying “orderliness”

constantly threatens Jerry’s identity and the enclaves of aesthetic harmony he and his

compatriots try to inhabit.We meet most of these compatriots in the next volume, The English

Assassin, where the action broadens and deepens significantly. We are into the 1970s in the

city, and Jerry has retreated very far indeed within the action. Having gone into a fugue of

horror at the collapse of the century, he spends most of the novel in a coffin, beneath the



surface of the newly ornate narrative, whose Edwardian cadences depict a turn-of-the-century

dream of the romance of Empire at its hectic Jubilee peak. The English Assassin is also full of

nostalgia for Edwardian visions of what the future might hold, dreams of a time when art

nouveau flying boats and zeppelins would criss-cross a balkanised Europe with fin-de-siècle

lords and ladies, a time when all the weapons and appurtenances of technological progress

would make up a glorious raree-show. Every single invention would be fixed still in time long

enough to be memorised, the great Duesenberg would not turn to junk before we had a

chance to make a symbol of it, every surface of the steam yacht would be polished and legible

and reflect our faces. Into these scenes of nostalgia for an endurable future are introduced

various lords and ladies, the tetralogy’s remaining important characters, who dance out their

rôles on Jerry’s coffin: Sebastian Auckinek, the two Nyes (Captain and Major), Colonel Pyat,

Prinz Lobkowitz, and most importantly Una Persson (stage singer and dancer, revolutionary,

Catherine’s lover and Jerry’s) and Mrs Cornelius (his appallingly greedy, vulgar, foul-mouthed

libidinous mother, who seems to represent an earlier form of city life—a sly, savage,

indomitable, wise Cockney survivor of everything the century can throw at her). These lords

and ladies are alive in their own right, but also represent Jerry’s desperate attempts to apply

fixative to the Empire and to time, so as to maintain himself in a lousy era.Of course it doesn’t

work. The Edwardian vision of Empire is deeply tubercular; the Edwardian dreams of the future

are hopelessly innocent, hopelessly pre-war. The bright clothing and the jamborees rot, like

Jerry in his coffin. The entropic decay of the British Empire mirrors the entropic decay of Jerry’s

attempts at constituting images of survival in dehumanised London as the sixties turn sourly

downwards into the seventies. A dozen futures have died for us SF readers before we could

breathe them to life. Golems stalk the council flats. The English Assassin ends in fire and

death. There is a lot of ageing going on: it’s the nature of the catastrophe.And so we reach The

Condition of Muzak, which repossesses Jerry Cornelius from messiah-hood and other

intoxications by retelling his earlier lives in its own complex terms, as phases in a harlequinade.

In The Final Programme and A Cure for Cancer Jerry has seemed to be Harlequin himself, the

dominant figure of all the show, manipulating costumes and plot at will so as to reach a point of

stable bliss with Columbine, who is his sister Catherine. He snaps his fingers at incest, and the

world shrivels at his dancing feet. But of course it doesn’t work. In The English Assassin he has

gone to earth, and as we reach the dense heart of The Condition of Muzak (the chapters

leading up to his final Ladbroke Grove party, which this time is a genuine masquerade) we find

him undergoing a strange metamorphosis. He is deeply withdrawn (therefore London is

deserted), but manages to struggle back to the roof garden at Derry & Toms as to a tropical

womb, where he settles into a foetal position and, umbilically tied by earphones to music

emblematic of his past lives, sinks into near coma, which is no way for Harlequin to act. The

whole department store is covered with roots and vines and undergrowth, but finally Major Nye

and Hythloday (the Professor Hira of The Final Programme, whose first meeting with Jerry thus

anticipates his last) discover Jerry and drag him to safety in a nearby house, where he lapses

into catatonia, only to be ultimately aroused, and reborn, as Pierrot. It must be a great relief.

Deep within he has always been incapable of the coercive manipulations his rôles as Harlequin

have laid on him. Deep within he has always really been Pierrot the Weeper, helplessly in love

with Columbine, and always at risk of losing her to the genuine Harlequin, who is Una

Persson.Indeed, everyone is relieved. There is a fugue of joy. Though Jerry is only a figurehead

now, the Empire in all its parti-coloured glory returns to honour him as the King of London in a

coronation parade lasting hours in the bright sun. The dream of Empire has come true. Time

passes in this dream. Christmas is nigh. Over the course of an extraordinary sequence that



marries Dickens and Wells in a description of a London heartbreakingly clement and legible as

the snow falls and everyone sings carols, Harlequin leads us through gaily bedizened streets to

the Ladbroke Grove party, whose zone of peace has spread this time throughout the town.

Jerry is there as Pierrot, Catherine as Columbine is in a magic sleep, Harlequin awakens her

lovingly (Una Persson loves Catherine too), but gives her up to Pierrot. In a London prepared to

rejoice with him at such a moment, Jerry Cornelius has won his heart’s desire.But of course it

doesn’t work.Framing the rest of The Condition of Muzak are several chapters of another

complexion entirely, also set in the Ladbroke Grove area of London, Jerry’s mythical home, but

no longer is Ladbroke Grove mythical. Jerry Cornelius is a teenager who lives with his

gluttonous mother and his seedy brother Frank in a slum flat. He is rather seedy himself. He

spends much of his time in a “tiny balcony formed by the house’s front porch”, which he plans

to turn someday into “an ornamental conservatory with semi-tropical plants”, and suddenly we

realise with a sort of horror that this imaginary conservatory grounds the roof garden at Derry

& Toms in the same way that that roof garden grounds most of the exotic locations (like Angkor

Wat) of the entire tetralogy. It is a shocking discovery. Jerry Cornelius is a grubby little

daydreamer. Worse follows. He is a rock musician, or hopes to be one, but his taste isn’t really

very secure, he’s not much on the guitar, and when he finally gets the chance to perform in

public (at an amateur gig under an elevated highway) he’s too spaced out to make any sense

at all. It’s the real world, in which time passes, taking us down. For Jerry, as the years pass, life

seems to be a series of bad auditions. Most of his fellow denizens of Ladbroke Grove are in no

better shape than he is; the Edwardian tapestry of lords and ladies (with two exceptions) turn

out to be a klatch of petty entrepreneurs; Auchinek is a music agent, for instance, while Frank

sells fake antiques to tourists at the Portobello Road market. Gradually Jerry achieves some

success, on the stage, acting Harlequin; he has teamed up with his sister and Una Persson

(she remains vital) and they all have sex together; playing games with themselves. His mother

is also unchanged, or so it seems. She remains all appetite, she remains indomitable; because

she survives the Cornelius clan survives. Then, in the last pages of the novel, she dies. Her

death is not like the play-deaths earlier in the tetralogy. She is dead. She is dead. As the novel

closes—for she is dead—Jerry is on his way to tell his pregnant sister the terrible news of the

real fact of death.There is no enclave secure against time. No style has a permanent lock on

the shape of the world. No tune can last, certainly not as played on Jerry’s dismal guitar. If you

ask whether or not it is possible to maintain homeostasis in a decaying world, the answer is

that all art constantly aspires towards the condition of Muzak. Entropy rots your heart out.

There is a lot of ageing going on.But that’s not the final point of the novel, for Jerry Cornelius

has, after all, survived the lacerating light-shows of our portion of the century, and in the

intensest of venues; and at times his Pierrot heart fills with love that transcends his sustaining

self-pity. From his scummy little balcony, he speaks to us at these times. SF, which is the least

urban of genres, likes to tell us how to live in the Wild West, in case the need arises, and loves

to show us how to hate Utopian city-states constructed by Utopian city-haters who live in

suburbs behind hedges. In the Jerry Cornelius tetralogy Michael Moorcock has tried to tell us

how to stay alive in the places where so many of us truly live. He has tried to tell us how to live

here, in the deep cities of this world, in the years of their dying.John CluteLondon, February

1977NOTE TO THE READERAlthough these books may be read in any order, the reader

might wish to know that the structure of the last volume reflects the structure of the overall

tetralogy.PRELIMINARY DATAIn Cambodia, a country lying between Vietnam and Thailand on

the map, between n and zero on the time chart, is the magic city of Angkor, where once the

great Khmer race lived. In the nineteenth century a French explorer rediscovered it in the



jungle. It was subsequently resurrected by French archaeologists. The simple-living inhabitants,

descendants of the Khmers, had two theories about the city—that it had been built by a race of

giants and that the city had created itself when the world was created. Writing about Angkor in

the Sunday Times (10/1/65) Maurice Wiggin said: “Did the citizens of Angkor have the future

they wanted? Hardly. Yet they seemed adaptable, switching pragmatically from Hinduism to

Buddhism, building to last. (‘The most impressive ruins in the world.’) But the great kings of

Khmer are dust.”Built not merely to last but to exist for its age, towering over the huge statues

and ziggurats of Angkor, stands the Angkor Hilton. According to the simple-living descendants

of the Khmers, it is the chief evidence for the second theory.On the roof of the Angkor Hilton is

a glass conservatory or observatory, not unlike a miniature version of the old Crystal Palace.

The building is the particular property of one of the hotel’s regular customers. It contains a bed,

a metal locker, a large astronomical telescope, and a marine chronometer dating from the

eighteenth century. The chronometer is beautifully made, of steel and brass, and is probably

one of the original clocks constructed in 1760 by John Harrison, the first man to make a really

accurate marine chronometer. It stands on top of the locker, and below it, hanging from the

handle, is a calendar. The year is 196–.The owner of this equipment, Jerry Cornelius, was not

in the observatory at that moment. He was wandering the grassy paths that wound among grey

and brown statues or below the leafy branches of big trees where monkeys peered down at

him and chattered. Cornelius was dressed incongruously for the place and climate, and even in

the West his clothes would have had a slightly old-fashioned look about them; the high-heeled

elastic-sided boots, for instance, were not at all in style, nor had they been for several

years.Cornelius was on his way to keep a date.Serene and carved in ancient rock, the faces of

Buddhas and the three aspects of Ishwara looked from terraces and archways; huge statues,

bas-reliefs—probably the greatest clutter of deities and devils ever assembled in one place.

Beneath an extravagantly bloated representation of Vishnu the Destroyer, one of Ishwara’s

three aspects, a tiny transistor radio played. It was Cornelius’s radio. The tune was “Zoot’s

Suite” by Zoot Money’s Big Roll Band.Beside the radio, in the green-gold early-afternoon

sunshine, a man sat at leisure while mosquitoes buzzed and chattering gibbons leaped from

one half-reconstructed terrace to another. A Buddhist priest passed by, shaven and saffroned,

and a group of brown children played among the massive statues of forgotten heroes. It was a

pleasant afternoon, with a slight breeze fanning the jungle. A good time for idle speculation,

thought Cornelius, sitting down beside the man and shaking hands.They sat in the fallen stone

palm of some minor Hindu divinity and took up the conversation where they had left off

earlier.Jerry Cornelius was a young man, with long, fine black hair that flowed to below his

shoulders. He wore a black, double-breasted car coat and dark grey trousers. His tie was of

black wool and his white shirt had a high collar. He was slim, with large dark eyes and large,

long-fingered hands. The other man was an Indian, owlish and pudgy—perpetually smiling, no

matter what he said—in shirtsleeves and cotton trousers.Jeremiah Cornelius was a European

of many parts; the Indian was a Brahmin physicist of some reputation, Professor Hira. They

had met that morning while touring the city. It had been love at first sight.The Brahmin physicist

patted at the mosquitoes settling on his arms. “The Gnostics possessed a cosmology very

similar, in many ways, to the Hindu and Buddhist. Interpretations varied, of course, but the

figures were very close.”“What figures exactly?” Jerry asked politely.“Well, for instance, the

mahãyuga. Both Hindus and Gnostics give the figure as 4,320,000 years. That is an interesting

coincidence from any point of view, eh?”“What about the kalpa? I thought that was your word

for a time cycle.”“Ah, no, that is a day or night of Brahma; 8,640 million years.”“As little as that?”

said Jerry, without irony.“The mahãyuga is divided into four yugas, or ages. The current cycle is



nearing its end. The present age is the last of four.”“And what are they?”“Oh, let me think…

The Satya Yuga, the Golden Age. That accounted for the first four tenths of the cycle. Then we

had the Tretã Yuga, the Second Age. That took care of another 1,296,000 years. The Third Age

—the Dvãpara Yuga—can you hear the echoes of an ancient common language?—lasted for

only two tenths of the whole cycle. I think that’s right, don’t you? How much we rely, these days,

on our calculating machines. The Kali Yuga, of course, is the current age. It began, as I recall,

on February eighteenth, 3102 BC.”“And what is the Kali Yuga?”“The Dark Age, Mr Cornelius.

Ha! Ha!”“How long is that supposed to last?”“Just one tenth of the mahãyuga.”“That gives us

plenty of time.”“Oh, yes.”“Then at the end of the manvantara the cycle repeats itself, does it?

The whole of history all over again!”“Some believe so. Others think that the cycles vary slightly.

It is basically an extension of our convictions concerning reincarnation. The strange thing is

that modern physics begins to confirm these figures—in terms of the complete revolution of the

galaxy and so on. I must admit that the more I read of the papers published these days, the

more confused I become between what I was taught as a Hindu and what I have learned as a

physicist. It requires increasing self-discipline to separate them in my mind.”“Why do you

bother, professor?”“My career, old man, at the University, would suffer if I let mysticism

influence logic.”The Brahmin spoke slightly sardonically, and Jerry smiled. “Yet the cosmologies

mingle and absorb one another,” Jerry said. “There are people in Europe who believe that the

Vedas describe a prehistoric civilisation as advanced, or more so, as our own. That would tie in

with your first age, wouldn’t it?”“Some of my friends have wondered about that, too. It is

possible, naturally, but not likely. Exquisite parables, Mr Cornelius, but nothing more. Not the

mythical vestiges of a great science, I fear. The embroidered remnants of a great philosophy,

perhaps.”“Pleasant embroidery.”“You are kind to think so. Perhaps I should not say so, but it

occasionally crosses my mind to wonder why, in all the mystic cosmologies, even in some of

the modern so-called parasciences, our own age is always described as the age of chaos and

contention. A comment, my logical side argues, on why people turn to mysticism. The past age

was always better.”“Childhood is the happiest time of life except when you’re a child,” said

Jerry.“I understand you. True.”“Whereas your philosophers produced beautiful metaphors that

were not ‘true’, maybe?”“You are pushing me too far; but you have studied the Vedas? It seems

that more Westerners study Sanskrit than we. And we read Einstein.”“So do we.”“You have

more time for everything over there, old man. You are at the end of your manvantara, eh? We

have begun a new one.”“I wonder.”“I do not speak seriously—as a Hindu—but there are shorter

cycles within the ages. Several of my more metaphysically inclined acquaintances have

predicted that we are at the end of such a cycle.”“But our affairs diminish in significance

compared with a span of even 432,000 years.”“That’s a Western idea, Mr Cornelius.” Hira

smiled. “What is Time? How long is a millisecond or a millennium? If the old Hindus were right,

then we have met in Angkor before and shall again—and the date will always be today’s,

October thirty-first, 196–. Will anything have changed, I wonder, in the next manvantara? Will

gods walk the earth? Will man be—?”Jerry Cornelius got up. “Who knows? Let’s compare

notes then. I’ll be seeing you, professor.”“This time next manvantara?”“If you like.”“Where are

you off to now?” The Indian also rose, handing Jerry the little radio.“Thanks. I’m going to

Phnôm Penh Airport and then to London. I want to order a guitar. And see my mum.”Hira

followed him through the ruins, climbing over slabs of stone. “You’re at the Angkor Hilton, aren’t

you? Why not stay one more night at the hotel?”“Well, all right.”* * *That night they lay in bed

together, talking and smoking. A heavy mosquito net had been drawn round the bed, but they

could see through it, and through the glass beyond, to the still sky.“It makes you wonder just

how close we are to finding the great equation.” Hira’s voice hummed like an insect through the



warm air. Jerry was trying to get to sleep. “The total equation. The final equation. The ultimate

equation, drawing all the information together. Will we ever?”“The climate seems right,” said

Jerry sleepily.“In your terms it is time for a new messiah—a messiah of the Age of Science. I

suppose that is blasphemy. Has the genius been born yet? Will we recognise him when he

comes?”“That’s what they all wonder, don’t they?”“Ah, Mr Cornelius, what a bewildering, topsy-

turvy world this is.”Jerry turned over to his side, his back to the professor. “I’m not so sure,” he

said. “The world seems to be steering a fairly straight course at last.”“But to where?”“That,

professor, is the snag.”“She was talking about the final equation, this woman I met in Delhi last

year. A passing affair, you know, and I’m glad it was. She gave me some very interesting food

for speculation, this Miss Brunner, old man. She seemed to know…”“Bully for her.”“Bully?

Yes…”Jerry Cornelius fell asleep.PHASE11It was raining.The house was in south-east London,

in Blackheath. It stood back from the main road, looming out of its overgrown garden. The

gravel drive was weedy, and the house needed painting. It had originally been painted a light

mauve. Through the grimy ground-floor windows Jerry Cornelius could glimpse five people

seated in a big front room, full of dark furniture and poorly lit. The fire gave more light than the

standard lamp in one corner. The faces were all shadowed. On the mantelpiece stood a

baroque figurine of Diana holding two candlesticks; there were two candles in each stick.The

garage door slammed, and Jerry made no effort to become any less visible, but the bulky

tweed-coated man didn’t notice him as he patted water from his heavy black beard, took off his

hat, and opened the door. He wiped his feet and went inside. Jerry had recognised him as Mr

Smiles. Mr Smiles owned the house.After a moment Jerry went up to the door and took out his

key ring. He found the right key and opened the door. He saw Mr Smiles enter the front

room.The hallway smelled a little damp, in spite of the radiator burning close to the hat rack;

and the walls, each painted a different colour (tangerine, red, black, and blue), were all cold as

Jerry leaned on first one and then another.Jerry was dressed in his usual black car coat, dark

trousers and high heels. His hair was wet.He folded his arms and settled down to wait.“What’s

the time? My watch has stopped.” Mr Smiles entered the room, shaking rain off his Robin Hood

hat and still patting at his beard. He walked to the fire and stood there, turning the hat round

and round to dry it.The five others said nothing. All seemed introspective, hardly aware of his

arrival. Then one of them got up and approached Mr Smiles. His name was Mr Lucas. He had

the decadent good looks of a Roman patrician. He was forty-five and a successful casino

owner. Except for Mr Smiles (who was forty-nine), he was the oldest.“Twelve-forty, Mr Smiles.

He’s late.”Mr Smiles concentrated on drying his hat. “I’ve never known him not to do something

he said he’d do, if that’s any comfort,” he said.“Oh, it is,” said Miss Brunner.Miss Brunner was

sitting nearest to the fire. She was a sharp-faced, attractive young woman with the look of a

predator. She sprawled back in her chair with her legs crossed. One foot tapped at the air.Mr

Smiles turned towards her.“He’ll come, Miss Brunner.” He gave her a glare. “He’ll come.” His

tone was self-assuring.Mr Lucas glanced at his watch again.Miss Brunner’s foot tapped more

quickly. “Why are you so certain, Mr Smiles?”“I know him—at least, as well as anyone could.

He’s reliable, Miss Brunner.”Miss Brunner was a computer programmer of some experience

and power. Seated closest to her was Dimitri, her slave, lover, and sometime unwilling pimp.

She wore a straight fawn Courrèges suit and matching buttoned boots. He also wore a

Courrèges suit of dark blue-and-brown tweed. Her hair was red and long, curving outward at

the ends. It was nice hair, but not on her. He was the son of Dimitri Koutrouboussis, rich, with

the fresh, ingenuous appearance of a boy. His disguise was complete.Behind Miss Brunner

and Dimitri, in shadow, sat Mr Crookshank, the entertainers’ agent. Mr Crookshank was very

fat and tall. He had a heavy gold signet ring on the third finger of his right hand. It gave him the



common touch. He wore a silk Ivy League suit.In the corner, opposite Mr Crookshank, nearer

the fire, sat dark Mr Powys, hunched in his perpetual neurotic stoop. Mr Powys, who lived

comfortably off the inheritance left him by his mine-owning great-uncle, sipped a glass of Bell’s

cream whisky, staring at it as he sipped.
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